show & tell
confluencenter's multimedia experience
@ playground

JACKSON BOELTS
THE COMMUNITY, WATERCOLOR AND DNA

“The Community, Watercolor and DNA” Art professor Jackson Boelts will speak about his role as designer, educator, visual artist and facilitator, punctuated by examples of his artwork dramatically depicted on Playground’s multiple video screens. His works range from realistic to nonfigurative; his watercolor landscapes are photorealistic in direct contrast with his abstract watercolor settings. Jackson’s DNA Series combines watercolor, photography and digital DNA sequences and his Shield Series depicts large, watercolor, shield-shaped images as metaphors for the personas we affect.

SEPTEMBER 12th 5:30–7:00p.m.
PLAYGROUND BAR & LOUNGE / 278 E. CONGRESS ST.
Show&Tell is a recurring series to be held on the second Monday of each month.

* Sponsored by the Kitay Family Trust

confluencenter for creative inquiry
PLAYGROUND TUCSON